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Lesson 1

Before You Read  
Work in pairs or small groups. Draw from your own experience to answer the following questions: 

1.  Here are some hotel amenities and facilities. Please write R if it is used in a guest room, and G if 

it can be used by all guests in other areas.

night club conference facilities restaurant

sauna casino beach

swimming pool fitness center parking lots

hair-dryer mini-bar bath

shower golf course safe

children’s playroom terrace WiFi Internet access

complementary cleansing set slippers and robes

2.  Think of any hotel you have stayed in. What kinds of amenities did they provide in your room? 

What facilities did the hotel have? Did you use any of them? 

Hotel	Amenities:	
Serving Travelers’ 
Needs
•	In	this	lesson,	you	will	learn	about	types	of	hotel	
amenities	in	different	types	of	hotels.	You	will	
also	learn	how	to	recommend	hotels	to	meet	
travelers’	needs.
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♦ Kenting Beach Resort 

Location:

Kenting Beach Resort lies at the tip of Maobitou on the Hengchun Peninsula. It is about 20 

minutes from Hengchun Airport and a 2½ hour drive from the Taiwan High Speed Rail, 

Zuoying Station. Shuttle buses run regularly between the resort and downtown Kenting.

Facilities:

Kenting Beach Resort is made up of 50 Balinese style villas. Each room comes with a balcony 

or terrace where guests can lounge in the sun on special beds. Guests have unlimited access to 

the resort’s indoor and outdoor swimming pools, children’s water slides, saunas, fitness center, 

tennis courts, beautiful garden, and, most impressively, a private beach. On-site certified 

diving lessons are available for $500NT per hour per person. There are also several dining 

venues, including a Chinese restaurant, offering outstanding Cantonese cuisine prepared by 

award-winning chefs; a Japanese restaurant, serving sushi and other gourmet Japanese dishes; 

5

10

Read the descriptions of Kenting Beach Resort and Bay Area Kenting Inn. What type of tourists 

would they appeal to? Which hotel would you choose if you went to Kenting?

Reading

Hotel Amenities: What are your preferences?
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an Italian restaurant, offering delicious pastas and hand-made pizzas, and an all-inclusive 

buffet. A complimentary shuttle bus to-and-from downtown Kenting and Kenting airport 

is available every 30 minutes from 6:00am to 10:00pm. From 11:00pm to 6:00am, the shuttle 

service is available by reservation. The resort is a wheelchair-friendly environment. 

Room Facilities:

Armchairs, air conditioning, fax phone, satellite TV, 24-hour room service, bath, shower, hair-

dryer, Internet access.

Hotel Facilities:

Information desk, indoor pool, outdoor pool, fitness center, sauna, parking lot, tennis courts, 

garden, beach, restaurants, night club, café, bar and lounge, conference facilities, shops, 

laundry, disabled facilities.

Room Prices: Regular room prices range from $9,000NT to $25,000NT. Special packages are 

available for groups, families and long-stay vacationers.

♦ Bay Area Kenting Inn

Location: 

Bay Area Kenting Inn is situated in a small alley near Kenting Main Strip, the heart of the 

commerce and entertainment center. The immediate area is full of stylish shops and fusion 

cuisine restaurants. Both local and long distance bus stations are within walking distance.

Facilities: 

Bay Area Kenting Inn is a family run inn that has been open since 1990. In 2005, it was 

remodeled into a boutique hotel. Bay Area Kenting Inn caters to guests who are looking for a 

quiet and cozy vacation. Guests can get a break from the hustle and bustle of the Kenting Main 

Strip and enjoy the relaxing, romantic atmosphere behind the main street. There are eight 

beautiful rooms, each of which is uniquely and exotically decorated. Ranging from Northern 

European and Mediterranean, to Caribbean and Asian Pacific styles, each room is equipped 

with a king-size bed, air-conditioning, coffee/tea making facilities, telephone, 42” TV, shower 

and jacuzzi. An extra bed can be added on request. Walking down the alley, guests can reach 

the South Bay Area in no time and enjoy water sports on the white sand beach. The Inn 

provides a limited number of bikes for self-guided tours on a first-come, first-served basis. The 

Inn has BBQ facilities in the roof garden that are free of charge for our residents. The Inn can 

also prepare BBQ kits to save you time and trouble. Check our on-line menu for details.
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Room Prices: 

The room prices range from $3,500NT to $8,000NT. We offer a 20% discount for reservations 

between Monday and Thursday from April to November, and every day during the rest of the 

year.

45

After You Read 
Scan through the reading and answer the following questions. Give reasons for your choices.    

In your opinion, which place…

1. has free shuttle service?  ……………………………

2. can accommodate more guests? ……………………………

3. serves international cuisine? ……………………………

4. offers free water sports classes? ……………………………

5. is suitable for newly-weds? ……………………………

6. is suitable for a family trip? ……………………………

7. is wheelchair accessible? …………………………… 

8. is suitable for a budget vacation? ……………………….

9. offers a discount on off-peak days? ………………………..

10. suits your needs? …………………………..

Vocabulary Comprehension

ESP Vocabulary 

This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of tourism and hospitality.

adobe n a house built using clay bricks that is typical of the Southwestern 
USA

amenity n something that makes it comfortable or enjoyable to live or work 
somewhere

cater to v to provide people with everything they want or need
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boutique hotel n a small hotel that gives a high level of service and is considered 
fashionable

endorse v to express support for someone or something, especially in public

fusion cuisine n a type of cooking that combines different styles to form a new style

jacuzzi n a type of hot bath with streams of bubbles, in which people sit to 
relax

on-site adj done or located at the site in question

sauna n a small, hot wood room that people sit in in order to sweat

suite n a set of rooms

terrace n a flat area outside a house, restaurant, hotel etc, used for sitting 
and/or eating meals

General Vocabulary 

This vocabulary is used for general purposes.

all-inclusive adj including everyone or everything, especially all the costs, charges 
and fees that make up the total price of something

hustle and bustle phr business and noise

immediate adj next to a place or person, or a very small distance away from it

sustainability n the capability of continuing for a long time at the same level

Exercise 

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. Make changes if necessary. Some of the words 

are not used.   

immediate     cater     all-inclusive     sustainability
terrace     on-site     amenity     suite

1.  The newly opened Harbor hotel is an ________________ resort with 38 deluxe rooms, plus 

two- and three-bedroom villas. For a fine dining experience, there are six uniquely themed 

restaurants to suit your changing taste.
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2.  The ________________ neighborhood of the hotel is a lively shopping area with many 

restaurants and cafes just around the corner.

3.  To accommodate business travelers, the hotel comes with one interesting 

________________ : guests can phone anyone in Taiwan free for up to eight hours daily.

4.  After a long work week, weekend visitors can enjoy a relaxing massage and facial 

treatments at the ________________ spa, located in the west wing.

5.  The scuba diving lessons offered at the hotel beach ________________ to everyone from 

nervous novices to advanced divers. 

Tasks

I  ESP Focus: Types of hotels and their amenities

Hotels can be classified by their locations, themes, and target markets. They come with 

different amenities depending on the style and level of service provided. The following is a 

brief introduction to the features of different hotels and their amenities.

1.  City center hotels: Located downtown within a short distance of the local business centers, 

shopping centers or restaurants. The rate is usually high due to the location. 

2.  Green hotels (also known as eco hotels): An environmentally-responsible form of 

accommodation that minimizes its impact on the earth. Green hotels ensure their 

customers can stay in an energy-efficient place where sustainability is highly valued. They 

endorse the 3-R theory—reduce, reuse and recycle—in every step of their daily operations.

3.  Motels: Located near highways, they provide accommodation to travelers seeking a place 

for an overnight stay with easy parking.

4.  Suite hotels: Suite hotels offer larger spaces than regular hotel rooms, and may include a 

living room area, kitchen and office facilities. These hotels cater to travelers who may be 

visiting for a longer time on business.

5.  Resort hotels: Located near beaches, mountains, or other attractions, these are for travelers 

who want to enjoy themselves in a relaxing atmosphere away from the hustle and bustle of 

their everyday lives. 

6.  Airport hotels: Located near airports for transit travelers who need to stay overnight 

between flights. A free shuttle service is usually provided.
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7.  Historic hotels: These hotels offer their guests a glimpse of the historic culture of a region, 

including achitecture, interior design, service and cuisine. This type of hotel is often 

remodeled from a castle, mansion, or other historic building.

8.  Convention hotels: These hotels have large conference rooms and display facilities, and are 

aimed at business travelers attending conferences or trade shows. 

9.  Boutique hotels: Unlike large chain hotels, these smaller, 

stylish, unique and luxurious hotels aim to provide 

personalized service and accommodations. Boutique hotels 

are also known as design hotels or lifestyle hotels.

10.  Casino hotels: These hotels have a variety of gambling 

facilities with a wide range of guest rooms and restaurants. 

Gambling activities are usually operated 24/7.

Exercise 

Group work

Form groups of three or four students and discuss the following questions. Write your answers 
in the chart.

1.  Based on the reading in the previous section, Kenting Beach Resort would be an example 

of a resort hotel, while the Bay Area Kenting Inn would be an example of a boutique 

hotel. Could you give an example of each of the other types of hotels? Discuss the location, 

amenities and target market of these hotels. Fill in the table below based on your discussion.

Hotels Example Location Amenities Target Market

City center hotel

Green hotel

Motel

Suite hotel
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Airport hotel
 

Historic 
hotel

Convention 
hotel

Casino hotel
 

2. Can you think of any other types of hotels?

3. Please look on the Internet for the answers to the following questions.

• What is the tallest hotel in the world?

• What is the largest hotel in the world?

• What is the oldest hotel in the world?

II  Writing Practice: Introduce a hotel

Have you stayed in a hotel that you would like to return to? In this activity, you will write 

about the hotel and introduce the location, architecture, facilities, services, rates and so on. 

Then, write down your feelings about this hotel and tell the reader why you want to return.

III  Speaking Practice: What matters when choosing a hotel?

When you are choosing your hotel, there are many things to think about, such as the number 

of stars, price, location, amenities and so on. Some travelers book their hotels through a travel 

agency.  The agent often makes suggestions for the clients to help them choose the right place.
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 The table below contains the special needs of five clients.

Client
Members in 
the group

Purpose of 
the trip

Special request
Lodging budget

per room per night 
USD

Ms. Lee 2 adults Honeymoon

• Great night view 
• Spa
• Fusion cuisine
• Limo service

$250

Mr. Tanaka
2 adults 

& 
2 children

Museum 
visits

•  Within walking distance of 
subway or bus stops

• Child-friendly
$120

Mr. Johnson
5 adults 

& 
3 teenagers

Watching 
sports

• Huge family room
•  Access to public transport 

services or car rentals
$400

Ms. Yang
3 female 

adults
Sightseeing 

•  Airport shuttle bus service
•  One extra-bed

$150

Mr. Goodman 2 adults Golf 
•  Access to an 18-hole golf 

course
•  Outdoor activities

$500

Here are some available hotels. Read the descriptions. 

Sun City Valley Resort
•  Deluxe rooms with terraces
•  18-hole golf course
•  Outdoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, spa 
  and sauna $420+/night (including breakfast 

for two & unlimited access to all resort 
facilities)

Please visit us at  
www. suncityvalleyresort.com 
or call us now 1-800-SUN-CITY 
(1-800-786-2489) for more information and 
reservations.

Hotel Chicago
•  Observatory on the 66th floor (each room gets 

two free admission passes)
•  Five Diamond fusion restaurant
•  On-site spa and massage services
•  Standard room for two adults with 
  city view $239+/night 
  lake view $279+/night. 
•  Two blocks from the Art Institute of Chicago 

Reserve now at www.hotelchicago.com or call 
1-800-CHICAGO
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Lake Front Hotel
•  Children-friendly hotel. Children under 12 

stay and eat for free.
•  Free shuttle buses to downtown
•  Bicycles available on the property
•  Reserve two months ahead for early bird 

specials: $168/night for a standard room with 
two queen-size beds (limited to five rooms per 
day.)

Get a $50 off coupon by visiting 
www.lakefrontchicago.com 
or call us now 1-800-678-900 for more 
information and reservations.

Villa Adobe
•  Southwestern Adobe style building
•  Lake view rooms
•  On-site spa and massage services
•  Standard room for two adults with 
  city view $239+/night
  lake view $279+/night. 
•  Complimentary shuttle service to the home of 

the Phoenix Suns and Arizona Diamondbacks
For further information please visit us at www.
villaadobe.com or  
dial 1-800-852-852

 Dialog 

Travel agent Good morning, my name is Alex. How can I help you?

Mr. Goodman I’d like to arrange for a three-day golf trip.

Travel agent When do you plan to go?

Mr. Goodman In early February. Any suggestions?

Travel agent Winter golf. You definitely have to head south. Let me see. Here we have two 
limited offers. Both are in Arizona.

Mr. Goodman The Grand Canyon State? That’s cool. I haven’t been there before. Tell me more 
about the offer, please.

Travel agent At Sun City Valley Resort, you’ll be able to enjoy the warm and sunny weather of 
Scottsdale, one of the most popular tourist destinations in the States. A unique  
feature of this resort is that all guests can enjoy unlimited access to all resort 
facilities, including an 18-hole golf course and spa. 

Mr. Goodman It sounds good. Besides golf, are there any outdoor activities available on-site or 
nearby?

Travel agent Sure. Another nice thing about this resort is the location. There are two hiking 
trails to the peak of Camelback Mountain. The resort also provides free shuttles 
for guests who enjoy hiking. 

Mr. Goodman What about the other one? I remembered that you said there are two options.

Travel agent Yes. The other option is called Villa Adobe in Tempe, only 10 minutes away 
from Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport. It’s Southwestern Adobe style 
architecture, and offers on-site spa and massage services.

Mr. Goodman Are there on-site golf courses?
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Travel agent No, but there are a couple of golf courses nearby. The concierge at Villa Adobe 
can help you arrange a trip when you get there. 

Mr. Goodman I see. Thanks for your introduction. I’ll discuss it with my wife and get back to 
you as soon as possible.

Travel agent Sure, but these deals won’t last long. Thanks for calling “Enjoy Your Trip.” I 
hope you have a wonderful day.

Exercise

Pair work

Work in pairs. One person plays the travel agent and the other plays one of the clients in the 

client request chart. Create a conversation according to the requests in the table (p56). As 

a travel agent, your job is to fulfill the client’s needs and make recommendations about the 

available hotels. As a customer, you want to ensure that all your needs are met and questions 

answered.

  Case study

Scenario

Sunrise Hotel is located in downtown Taichung. It has 50 rooms and targets business travelers 

and package tour groups in the Taichung area. They are now planning to remodel the top 

floor and make one deluxe room from the space. The entire floor is about 100 square meters. 

Your group is in charge of this project. You can design the room in any style and decide on the 

facilities to be installed in the room. There is no budget limit.

Exercise

Group work

1. Form a group of four or five students and discuss how you plan to remodel the hotel.

 a. List the facilities you would like to include in the room.

 b.  How are you going to arrange the room? You can draw a floor plan of the guest room.
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 c. Share your design with the class.
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